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Session Aims

To revisit knowledge and understanding of assessment criteria for writing against 
the ‘pupil can’ statements, with a particular focus on:

◦ The distinctions between the ‘pupil can’ statements for EXS and the GDS

◦ Understanding of how the statements for these two standards might be 
evidenced

◦ STA guidance around 'Independent writing' - evaluating examples of next steps 
marking





Reflecting on register and formality

Register describes varieties of spoken or written language tied to 
particular audiences, purposes and contexts. Variation between 
registers can usually be recognised through specific vocabulary and 
uses of grammar.

When writing for different audiences, the relationship between writer 
and reader determines the level of formality used, which is reflected in 
vocabulary choices. 





Identifying register and levels of formality in 
pupils' writing
Pupils learn about the features of Standard English as part of their work 
in understanding audience, purpose and register. It is especially 
important to understand how Standard English relates to formal and 
informal speech and writing, and to recognise where non-Standard 
equivalents might be in use.



The writing examples 
demonstrate a range of 
audiences and purposes, which 
determine the level of formality 
used. This in turn is reflected in 
the vocabulary and grammatical 
features, and whether Standard 
English is used. Some of the 
relevant features are 
summarised in the table.



Register and levels of formality in the 
assessment framework- Expected standard
Write effectively for a range of purposes and audiences, selecting 
language that shows good awareness of the reader (e.g. the use of the 
first person in a diary; direct address in instructions and persuasive 
writing)

Select vocabulary and grammatical structures that reflect what the 
writing requires, doing this mostly appropriately (e.g. using contracted 
forms in dialogues in narrative; using passive verbs to affect how 
information is presented; using modal verbs to suggest degrees of 
possibility)



Read Bryce's diary entry (Piece A)
• What is the purpose and audience of the piece?
• Note down examples of vocabulary that help to 

establish register, including levels of formality.
• Note down grammatical forms that help to establish 

register e.g. Contracted forms in dialogue, passive verbs 
to affect how information is presented and modal verbs 
to suggest degrees of possibility.



Key points

Purpose and audience

Vocabulary

Grammatical forms

Choosing the appropriate register



Bryce – piece B: 
a persuasive 
biography

Context: Using ‘Cogheart’ 
by Peter Bunzl as 
inspiration, pupils chose a 
famous Victorian figure to 
research. They explored 
features of persuasive 
writing and then each 
wrote a biography with 
the aim of persuading 
others that their chosen 
person was the most 
important Victorian.



Key points

Purpose and audience

Vocabulary

Grammatical forms

Choosing the appropriate register



Register

At the expected standard At greater depth

The pupil can: select vocabulary and grammatical 
structures that reflect what the writing requires, doing 
this mostly appropriately (e.g. ‘using contracted forms 
in dialogues in narrative; using passive verbs to affect 
how information is presented; using modal verbs to 
suggest degrees of possibility’)

The pupil can: distinguish between the language of 
speech and writing and choose the appropriate 
register
exercise an assured and conscious control over levels 
of formality, particularly through manipulating 
grammar and vocabulary to achieve this.

The qualifier 'mostly appropriately' is important in 
helping to establish if writing collections are meetng 
the standard.

Pupils should recognise that certain features of 
spoken language (e.g. contracted verb forms, other 
grammatical informality, colloquial expressions, long 
coordinated sentences) are less likely in writing and be 
able to select alternative vocabulary and grammar.



Read pieces A and B from Ash

What is the register of each piece? 

Has an appropriate register been used? 

How well is the appropriate register 
controlled and maintained within each 
piece?



Piece A

Choice of register

• Informal register shaped by audience

• Specific relationship to grandmother shapes the extent of the informality

How well is register controlled and maintained?

• Adopts a tone suited to the young character, Bruno

• Vocabulary reflects his preoccupations, level of observation and mode of expression

• Contradictions reflect the familiar and relaxed context

• Direct, conversational interjections also support the relaxed register

• Relative wealth and social status of Bruno's family is reflected through more formal 
language



Piece B

Choice of register

• A mix of registers is intentionally included to match different voices and purposes: formal recounting by 
Lieutenant Kotler in an official role, deferential recounting by Pavel, who is being held in the camp, and 
informal, enthusiastic recounting of events from Bruno’s child perspective

• Register in each case matches each character’s position and perspective on events

How well is register controlled and maintained? 

Lieutenant Kotler

• vocabulary evokes the officer’s world and the official language expected in such an incident report • the 
specific hostility and biases of Kotler are revealed through subjective language which conflicts with the 
supposed objectivity of the context but matches the reality of the plot

• passive construction fits the formal reporting and past tense is used to recount events, with infinitive 
forms capturing activities and movement to a current perspective on events handled through the present 
perfect



Piece B continued

Pavel

• his prisoner situation is reflected in serious and formal vocabulary

• active voice highlights the actions of others, in contrast with Pavel’s innocence and 
adverbs emphasise context and apologetic framing of events

Bruno

• words and phrases are chosen to reflect enthusiasm and age, including contractions 
reflecting Bruno’s less formal approach to the written context

• present tense comment is incorporated in recounting , along with modal verbs to express 
viewpoint freely and adverbs which specifically convey Bruno’s exaggeration of his plight 



• Overall, piece B displays ample evidence of Ash’s capacity to consciously control 
levels of formality with some assurance. As the discussion brings out, the different 
voices in the piece reflect different social positions, and relations in the world of the 
story, realised through the choice of vocabulary and grammatical forms.

• Presenting a single voice with the same degree of success would also provide 
evidence toward the GDS statements.

• The pieces do not contain examples of dialogue through which aspects of register 
that relate to spoken language could be evidenced. Additionally, two pieces do not 
represent a full range of purposes. At times, repetition weakens piece A, and other 
aspects in both pieces, such as punctuation, include errors.

• Therefore, a full collection of writing is needed to evidence all the Pupil Can 
statements



Reflecting on Greater Depth writing

Working at ‘greater depth’ within the expected standard is awarded to 
those pupils who are able to write at a standard above that expected 
for the end of KS2.

Achieving this higher standard is difficult, and it is typically only 
awarded to a small percentage of pupils. For example, in the academic 
year 2022 to 2023 only 13% of pupils attained GDS at the end of year 6 
and it is not unusual for a cohort to have no GDS writers.
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Example marking comments- 
guiding next steps

How can you show how scared Jim was when he first set eyes on 
the workhouse?

Try to show the reader that the characters really dislike each other.

Check that you have written your leaflet for the parents of a young 
child. Think about your vocabulary choices.

Re-read the paragraph where you describe the Amazon rain forest 
for the first time. Can the reader vividly imagine what it is like from 
your description?

Does the dialogue in your newspaper report show the 
interviewees personalities?



The moderation process

Moderation by local authority moderators supports the broader aim of 
quality assuring standards at national level.

The process is designed to be supportive and developmental.

Through professional discussion, moderators will work alongside the 
teacher to build a picture of what the pupil can do, from the evidence 
presented, benchmarked against the teacher assessment framework.



Questions....
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